PUBLIC EXAMINATIONS BOARD.


HONOUR LISTS.

The following is a list of names of candidates who have distinguished themselves in the Junior Commercial Examination for 2020. The first name on the list is the highest ranked candidate, and the last name on the list is the lowest ranked candidate.

Candidates are ranked based on their scores in the examination. The score is determined by a combination of performance in written tests and practical exercises.

The names of the candidates are listed in alphabetical order by their surnames. The order of the names is as follows:

1. Smith, John
2. Johnson, Robert
3. Williams, James
4. Brown, Michael
5. White, Sarah
6. Green, Elizabeth
7. Brown, David
8. Smith, Sarah
9. Green, David
10. Brown, John

UNIVERSITY AND INDUSTRIAL.

A communication was recently received by the Chamber of Manufacturers from the University Graduates Association regarding the cooperation of manufacturers for the promotion of university graduates into practical life. The benefits of University training have been acknowledged, and the Chamber is considering ways to facilitate the process.

The communication included a list of positions available in local businesses, which are open to graduates of the University. The Chamber is working on developing a program to connect potential employers with qualified graduates.

The Chamber is encouraging all members to consider the benefits of employing University graduates and to support their career development.
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